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Wanted: No-Cost, Top Search Results, With Little Effort
by Andrew Wetzler, Friday, April 3, 2009, 2:00 PM

 
I had an insightful discussion recently with a long-time client. We
 were in a healthy dialogue about how the components of his
 program ought to be modified for the next year of our
 engagement, and we were specifically discussing how to integrate
 social media marketing into the equation.

 

 The good news is that the company has seen a lot of positive
 results from our efforts and that they plan to continue and grow
 their relationship with us.

 The disconcerting part is that I felt like I spent the majority of the
 call "selling" the fact that social media needs to be an integral
 dimension of their program moving forward. It was reminiscent of
 a call I would have had seven to nine years ago touting the
 importance of SEO Best Practices.

 Some organizations clearly understand the value of writing a blog,
 for example, while others are still grappling with preconceived
 notions of what the risks and rewards appear to be.

Publishing content on whatever subject matter your Web site
 pertains to will help you be perceived as a source of knowledge by
 both the search engines and also your current and prospective
 customers. That being said, creating and writing a blog isn't
 enough.

 As an example, do you have videos on YouTube that are being
 indexed for your most important keywords? Have your competitors
 made an investment in that direction? No matter the answer,
 there is a high sense of urgency to get this aspect of your
 SEO/social media efforts in gear. Why play the same game of
 catch-up with social media that so many companies are still
 playing with the more fundamental aspects of SEO, when a clear-
cut opportunity exists to move your company into the forefront?

 One dimension of Internet marketing that makes it so unique (when compared to anything that
 preceded it) is the fact that it is constantly changing. what mattered in the past, may not be
 significant today. In a general sense, the business world has always penalized complacency, but
 the pace of change online has hastened that cycle and magnified the potential penalties within
 interactive marketing.

 There are no free rides, but making a commitment to social media is the lowest-hanging fruit for
 most companies today.
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james gencarelli from 5 continent films 
commented on: April 03, 2009 at 3:18 PM

take a look at the enclosed attachments and the trailers of A Neighborhood Story Our film company would
 like to market this to a media entity, cable, TV, ( as a weekly series, we finished the treatments for the first
 13 shows) our film pilot 90 minutes already been into two festivals in New York , please telephone me at
 .201.951.0926. We will offer a partnership if you can bring this to programming 90 minute pilot will be sent
 upon request. Great follow up to the Sopranoâ€™s solaxpictures@gmail.com Thank you, Jimmy Gencarelli
 Producer/Director/CEO These are the trailer; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPYtVcMJzhs

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JozflAd-7lU

ANDREW WETZLER

Andrew Wetzler is president of search engine
 marketing and optimization firm MoreVisibility,
 which was founded in 1999. He can be reached at
 awetzler@MoreVisibility.com.
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Not so many columns ago, I urged Microsoft to do something amazing in search. Last week,...

20 Funny, Clueless, Weird, And Existential Google Keyword Searches    Apr 8, 2:01 PM
A couple of weeks ago, I lost my keys and must have searched my entire house...

Why Google Needs Twitter Search   Apr 7, 12:15 PM
Google's probably not buying Twitter, despite rumors last week that it might. Whether Google should do...

Search Has Won The Advertising Culture War   Apr 6, 10:45 AM
For the past five years, "we" in search have been fighting "them" at the ad agencies...

Wanted: No-Cost, Top Search Results, With Little Effort   Apr 3, 2:00 PM
I had an insightful discussion recently with a long-time client. We were in a healthy dialogue...

More On The Confluence Of Spring Break   Apr 2, 12:00 PM
Starting in the 1400s, an explosion of exploration came from Europe called the Age of Discovery....

What's The Point Of Search Marketing?   Apr 1, 10:00 AM
In my last column, I tried to put some context around future search innovation by asking,...

The Race Is Not To The Algorithm, Nor The Battle To The Snippet   Mar 30, 12:00 PM
The news in search last week: Google rolled out two improvements to its search result pages....

Searching For Number One   Apr 1, 9:21 AM
When you have to go on the go, where do you go? Yes, even the vertical...

A Short Proposal For A Better Branded Buy   Mar 27, 11:03 AM
The vexing issue of branded keyword price spikes is frequent and increasing. I could turn this...
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Marc Engelsman from Digital Brand Expressions 
commented on: April 03, 2009 at 2:37 PM

Totally agree that social media needs to be a part of any integrated search marketing program. But your
 examples of blogs and videos only go to illustrate the speed with which things are changing -- we're on to
 Facebook and Twitter now.

Michael Brette,J.D. from MB Private Equity Capital,LLC 
commented on: April 03, 2009 at 2:21 PM

Most people still expect something for nothing and the some thing better bring in massive results at no cost.
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